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1.

Performance Summary

Total committed donations
Total donations received to date
Percentage drawn down committed donations

31-12-2020
€
445,000
405,000

91%
31-12-2020
€

Balance Sheet
Financial fixed assets
Trade receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

135,450
0
181,120
316,571

General reserve
Investment reserve
Total equity

1,935
312,700
314,635

Trade creditors
Total liabilities

1,936
16,571

2020
€
Profit and Loss statement
Income
Operating expenses
Financial income and expenses
Operational result
Result investments
Net result
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165,000
-30,608
6,412
140,804
0
140,804
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2.

Board Report

2.1 Report of the Board

General

The Board presents the annual report and financial statements of Stichting Pymwymic Donor Involve Fund
(“Donor Fund”) for the financial year 2020. The Donor Fund, a foundation with the designation Public Benefit
Organization (Dutch: Algemeen Nut Beogende Instelling (“ANBI”), was established on May 2014 by
Pymywmic, a community of impact investors, families and philanthropists.
Principal activity and strategy

The Donor Fund’s mission is to reduce social inequality and to offer solutions to social and environmental
issues by means of economic solutions. The Donor Fund catalyses innovation by using donation capital to
support seed stage social enterprises that turn global problems into sustainable businesses. The Donor
Fund aims solve the funding gap for seed stage companies which mission and activities are aligned with
the Sustainable Development Goals (“SDG”).
The world is in desperate need for new and innovative solutions to its most pressing problems. On
September 25th, 2015, countries from all over the world adopted a set of 17 Sustainable Development
Goals to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure prosperity for all. This 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development is a plan of action and of transformation.

The Donor Fund believes that social entrepreneurs are at the heart of this change. The world is full of
passionate, creative social entrepreneurs designing and building innovative ways of addressing challenges,
but social entrepreneurs need support, coupled with patience and flexibility. Currently only few investors
have the risk appetite or resources to help nurture young social enterprises. Venture philanthropy provides
the answer to this funding gap.
The principal activity of the Donor Fund is to build up a diversified portfolio and invests in innovative seed
stage social companies. Investments are done across the sub-sectors of the SDG’s in companies based
in Europe. Ultimately, the aim for the Donor Fund is to become a revolving fund, whereby the proceeds
from past investments are re-invested into new companies, eventually becoming less and less dependent
on new donations.
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Financial Results

In 2020, the Donor Fund’s has received € 165,000 donations. As per 31 December 2020, the Fund has a
total of committed donations of € 445,000, of which € 405,000 has been received (91% of the committed
donations). The Fund's net result for the reporting year amounts to € 140,804 (2019: € -29,538). The Donor
Fund's general reserve and investment reserve as per 31 December 2020 amounts to € 1,935 (2019: €
1,432) and € 312,700 (2019: € 172,399)
Valuation investments

In the financial statements the investments are initially recognized at fair value and subsequently at cost,
unless the underlying portfolio shows significant impairments or unless there is a significant deviation from
the envisaged investment program. Under such circumstances, the recoverable value should be
determined. The recoverable value is calculated based on the 2018 International Private Equity and Venture
Capital Valuation Guidelines, as endorsed by (inter alia) the Emerging Markets Private Equity Association
(EMPEA), refer www.privateequityvaluation.com.
Portfolio overview

The Donor Funds’ portfolio consists of three companies: On the Rocks B.V. (“On the Rocks”), Mora
Industries Water Systems S.A. (“Mora Water Systems”) and De Clique (“De Clique”)
Subsequent events

On 10 February 2021, the Donor Fund invested € 100,000 in new portfolio company Cargoroo Holding
B.V. (“Cargoroo”). Cargoroo based in Amsterdam has established a sharing platform for electrical cargo
bikes, aiming to lower the hurdle for people to use an electrical cargo bike and accelerating the mobility
transition in cities.
On 29th March 2021, the Donor Fund received €25,000 grant funding from IONA Stichting which can be
used to build the organization and cover operational expenses.
The COVID-19 has spread across the world and deeply impacted societies, everyday life and businesses.
The overall impact of COVID-19 remains unknown, but the continuity of the Donor Fund is not considered
to be at risk. The donations received and donations still available are sufficient for the Donor Fund to satisfy
existing obligations. While the longer-term impact cannot yet be fully overseen, portfolio companies of the
Donor Fund are coping with the new situation. The portfolio companies are taking the necessary measures
to first and foremost protect their team. Depending on the duration of the COVID‐19 crisis and continued
negative impact on economic activity, the Donor Fund and the portfolio companies may experience
negative results and incur impairments on its assets in 2021. The severity cannot be predicted at the
moment.
Outlook

By maintaining a healthy pipeline of companies that seek funding and support, the Board envisages the
Donor Fund to invest in one to two new companies in 2021. The Donor Fund has allocated an amount of
€37,500 to the Clique. This second tranche will be paid to the company when certain milestones are met.
The Board will actively raise additional donations in 2021 to support continuity and growth of the Donor
Fund.
Governance and operations

The day-to-day management of the Donor Fund is done by the Board with support of external service
providers. Furthermore, the role of the Board is to provide strategic leadership, stewardship and
governance in order to meet compliance requirements. The Board meets on a monthly basis to discuss
operational matters. A formal board meeting is organized at least 2 times a year. The Board consists of the
following members:
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Mrs. I. Bastmeijer
Mr. F.G. van Beuningen
Mr. A.J. van der Sluijs
Mr. B. van Ecke
Ms. E. Hilhorst
Board members receive no remuneration. The total aggregated operational expenses (excluding VAT) of
the Donor Fund shall never exceed 15% of total donations received. Hence, effectively minimum 81.85%
of the donations received will be utilized to invest in social companies. The Donor Fund is currently in a
transition phase. The mid-term goal is that 100% of donations will be utilized to invest in social companies
and operational costs can be covered by separate grant funding. The grant funding received by IONA
Stichting is the first step towards this model.
2.2 Risk

Financial Risk Management

The Donor Fund’s objective is to build up a diversified portfolio of innovative seed stage companies that
aim to realize a positive social and environmental impact. The Donor Fund is exposed to a variety of financial
risks: market risk (including price risk, interest rate risk and foreign exchange risk), credit risk, operational
risk and liquidity risk arising from the investments it holds. The following is a summary of the main risks.
General
The Donor Fund is aware of the fact that investments in seed stage companies are by definition investments
with a higher risk profile. Not every investment will have a positive result. To the extent possible, pertinent
risks will be mitigated through careful selection of investment portfolio companies and the appropriate
hands-on support from the Board to prevent and act efficiently when adverse events occur.
Market risk
Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of an investment will fluctuate because of
changes in market interest rates. The Donor Fund's only interest-bearing financial assets and liabilities
consists of its cash at bank, which bear interest at market rate. As a result, the Donor Fund is not subject
to significant exposure from fluctuations in the prevailing levels of market interest rates.
Foreign exchange risk
The donations of the Donor Fund will be in Euro, whilst the investments and investment return of the
underlying portfolio companies in its sub-funds could be in various local currencies. The Donor Fund
therefore would be exposed from fluctuations in foreign exchange rates. In case of foreign exchange
exposure, the Board will determine to what extend hedging is needed.
Portfolio risk
The Donor Fund invests in privately held seed stage companies. These companies typically have no or little
revenue and are not profitable. They could require considerable additional capital to develop products and
markets, acquire customers and achieve or maintain a competitive position. These immature companies
are more vulnerable for adverse changes in their business environment or unexpected events. This
vulnerability could have a negative impact on the performance, thereby possibly impacting the return and
risk profile of the Donor Fund. The Donor Fund manages the portfolio risk through diversification across
sectors, geographies and investment instruments. Moreover, hands-on support from the Board will provide
additional managerial experience to the portfolio companies. As of 31 December 2020, the assets exposed
to portfolio risk, held by the Donor Fund, amount to € 135,450.
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Operational risk
Operational risks represent the potential loss that the Donor Fund would incur by adverse or unexpected
events in the operations of the Donor Fund. This refers to a variety of risks such as but not limited to (i)
performance/ leave of key personnel, (ii) cyber-attacks and data leakages, (iii) compliance with law and
regulations, (iv) reputational damages, (v) conflicts of interests, (vi) third party arrangements and (vi) business
interruption (e.g. IT breakdown). To the extent possible, these risks will be mitigated an internal set of
policies and procedures, such as (i) human resource corporate standard, (ii) data protection procedure, (iii)
business continuity and disaster recovery plan, (iv) management instructions and (v) conflicts of interest
procedure. Furthermore, the Board will review existing insurance policies and coverage.
Liquidity risk
This refers to the risk that the Donor Fund is unable to meet its payment obligations, associated with its
financial liabilities as they fall due. The Donor Fund has recourse to its Donors up to their committed
donations. The Donor Fund has so far, received 91% of the committed donations as per 31 December
2020. The short-term liabilities amount to € 1,936. Therefore, at this time there is no material liquidity risk.
Related party transactions
The Donor Fund’s Board considers that the transactions with related parties during the reporting year have
been made at values which approximate the values for which such transactions would have been made
with third parties at arm's length.
Amsterdam,

2021

I. Bastmeijer
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3.

Portfolio

3.1 On the Rocks

On the Rocks goal is to regain the balance in the relationship between producers, consumers and the
Earth. On the Rocks’ mission is to make tree-free resource-friendly paper alternatives the norm for
stationery products in private use, as well as in companies and wholesale, as well as implementing solutions
to regenerate forests and ecosystems.
The paper industry is one of the biggest polluters in the world. Grinding down forests, swallowing
unimaginable amounts of water, and responsible for tons of CO² emissions. Every year, 13 million acres of
forest are being destroyed, and liters of water polluted with heavy chemicals and bleach. According to
WWF, the forest practices associated with some pulp and paper operations have had devastating impact
on some of the world’s most ecologically important places and species. Unsustainable pulp and paper
operations have contributed to illegal harvesting, human rights and social conflicts, and irresponsible
plantation development. Needless to say, it is in all our best interest to explore alternatives. Luckily, great
alternatives are up for grabs.
On the Rocks sources paper made from stone for
their products as an alternative to cellulose fibers
from trees. The raw material used for the “stone
paper” is primarily made from calcium carbonate,
one of the most common substances on the
planet. These stones are considered a waste
product from mines and disposing of them can
cause air pollution from the dust. However, using
these stones for stone paper gives them value,
which helps mitigate the pollution and can be reused as a valuable material in cradle-to-cradle
certified material.
Benefits of stone paper includes (i) zero trees used, (ii) no water comes into production, (iii) much less CO2
emissions, (iv) there is zero waste, and (v) significant reduction in energy required for the production.
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3.2 Mora Water Systems

Mora Water Systems has developed an environmentally friendly desalination and industrial wastewater
treatment technology. Their proprietary technology is based on low temperature-based evaporation at
ambient pressure which is capable of producing pure water for both human consumption and industrial
purposes. Mora Water System’s technology is unique as unlike traditional systems it requires no chemicals,
no filters and no membranes and therefore does not produce any additional waste and has low
maintenance costs.
Mora Water Systems can produce more than 95%
pure water with the highest quality and the lowest
total dissolved solids achieved to date. For
reference, fresh water is classified as <500ppm
(parts per million) and reverse osmosis achieves
50ppm. In industrial wastewater, Mora Water
Systems is able to recover up to 90% of the polluted
water and convert it to ultra-pure water (<0.05ppm).
During the process, Mora Water Systems can
separate and collect concentrated raw material that
can be re-used in the initial process or taken out to
be used for other purposes.
Mora Water Systems’ machine and the overall system set-up is modular and smaller in size compared to
the competitors making the purification technology accessible to SMEs in remote areas.
Water is a prerequisite for all human and economic development. 780 million people – about one in nine –
lack access to clean water. Although water is a renewable resource, it is also a finite one. Only 2.53% of
earth’s water is fresh, and some two-thirds of that is locked up in glaciers and permanent snow cover.
Despite the very real danger of future global water shortages, for the vast majority of the nearly one billion
people without safe drinking water, today’s water crisis is not an issue of scarcity, but of access.
Desalination and wastewater management can alleviate limited availability and provide access to fresh
drinkable water. In addition, these technologies can also reduce the negative impact on ecosystems as
carbon and toxic water dumps are mitigated. Mora Water Systems is passionate about using its sustainable
innovations of the last two decades to desalinate seawater without harming the marine life and to give as
many people as people access to drinking water.
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3.3 De Clique

De Clique was established in 2019 by experienced entrepreneurs Anja Cheriakova (BinBang) and Bas van
Abel (Fairphone) to combat wasting valuable urban resources. Many current flows of organic waste, such
as coffee grounds, cuttings, and food waste, are thrown out with the non-recyclable waste. Consequently,
these valuable organics are destroyed in incinerators. As a result, the potential of a large part of the residual
organic waste flows is barely utilised. By properly separating these flows and the packaging materials at
the source, they can be reused as resources for new products.
De Clique has developed a resource service for the separation and CO2-neutral collection of these organic
waste flows from companies, supermarkets, and hospitality facilities. The initiative was launched in Utrecht
and, today, there are many clients, including shopping centre Hoog Catharijne and Utrecht University,
where organic waste and packaging materials are collected. Apart from its own facilities, De Clique
cooperates with a network of partners that handle the processing and production of products like soap,
tea, beer, bread, oyster mushroom products, animal feed, and compost. Several of the products are sold
back to the clients, thus closing the cycle.
De Clique plans to roll out its services to other cities as well. Utrecht will act as the blueprint.

Benefits of De Clique includes a (i) reduction of waste through upcycling of raw materials and (ii) CO2
savings due to non-incinerated waste, gas generation from bio-waste and the distribution of materials with
cargo bikes.
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4.

Financial Statements

4.1 Balance sheet as of 31 December 2020

31 December
2020
€

31 December
2019
€

135,450
135,450

91,502
91,502

-

-

181,120

82,328

316,571

173,831

1,935
312,700
314,635

1,432
172,399
173,831

1,936
1,936

-

316,571

173,831

ASSETS
Investments
Financial fixed assets

1

Current assets
Trade receivables

Cash and cash equivalents

2

Total assets

CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES
Equity
General reserve
Investment reserve

Current liabilities
Trade creditors

Total Capital and Liabilities
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4.2 Profit and loss statement for the year 2020

2020

2019

€

€

5

165,000
165,000

-

6
7
8

-18,150
-12,281
-177
-30,608

-4,403
-151
-4,554

134,392

-4,554

6,412

6,016

Corporate tax

-

-

Result participations

-

-31,000

140,804

-29,538

Operating Income
Donations
Subsidies
Operating costs
Personnel costs
Office costs
Other costs

Operating result before interest and tax

Financial income and expenses

Net result

Appropriation of net result
- General reserve
- Investment reserve
Total
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503
140,301
140,804

-3,462
-26,076
-29,538
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4.3 Cash Flow statement for the year 2020

2020

Cashflow from operations
Received donations
Operational expenses
Change working capital
Cashflow from investing
Helioz
On the Rocks
Mora Water Systems
De Clique

Total Cashflow
Cash Balance begin of period
Total Cashflow
Cash Balance end of period
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2019

€

€

165,000
-24,196
1,936
142,740

-4,554
435
-4,120

-2,616
-3,832
-37,500
-43,948

54,000
54,000

98,792

49,880

82,328
98,792
181,120

32,448
49,880
82,328
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4.4 Notes to the financial statements

General

Stichting Pymwymic Donor Involve Fund (“Donor Fund”) a foundation with the designation Public Benefit
Organization (Dutch: Algemeen Nut Beogende Instelling (“ANBI”), was established on May 2014 by
Pymywmic, a community of impact investors, families and philanthropists.
Activities

The Donor Fund’s mission is to reduce social inequality and offer solutions to social and environmental
issues by means of economic solutions. The Donor Fund catalyses innovation by using donation capital to
support seed stage social enterprises that turn global problems into sustainable businesses. The Donor
Fund aims solve the funding gap for seed stage companies which mission and activities are aligned with
the Sustainable Development Goals.
Staff members

The Donor Fund has no employees in 2020 (2019:0).
Management

The Donor Fund is managed by the Board.
4.5 Valuation policies and principles

General balance sheet valuation policies

In general, assets and liabilities are stated at the amount at which they were acquired or incurred, or fair
value. If not specifically stated otherwise, they are recognised at the amount at which they were acquired
or incurred. The balance sheet and income statement include references to the notes.
Financial fixed assets
Financial fixed assets are initially recognized at fair value and subsequently at cost value, that being the
acquisition price plus transactions costs less impairments if applicable. In the event of an impairment loss,
valuation takes place at the realisable value; an impairment is recognised and charged to the profit and loss
account.
Receivables

Upon initial recognition the current assets are recorded at the fair value and subsequently valued at the
amortized cost. The fair value and amortized cost equal the face value.
Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents include cash in hand, bank balances and deposits held at call with maturities
of less than 12 months. Bank overdrafts are shown within borrowings in current liabilities on the balance
sheet. Cash and cash equivalents are stated at face value.
Current liabilities

Current liabilities concern payables with a term of less than one year. Upon initial recognition the current
liabilities are recorded at the fair value and subsequently valued at the amortized cost. The fair value and
amortized cost equals the face value.
General principles for the determination of the result

Income and expenses are accounted for on accrual basis. Profit is only included when realized on balance
sheet date. Losses originating before the end of the financial year are considered if they have become
known before preparation of the financial statements.
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Income

Income represents the donations received from donors.
Expenses

Expenses are allocated to the financial year to which they relate. Foreseeable and other obligations as well
as potential losses arising before the financial year-end are recognised if they are known before the
financial statements are prepared and provided all other conditions for forming provisions are met.
4.6 Notes to the balance sheet

1. Financial fixed assets
Convertible loan Mora
Convertible loan On the Rocks
Participation De Clique

Convertible loan Mora
Begin of Period
Change principal amount
Interest accrued
End of period

31 December
2020
€

31 December
2019
€

51,734
46,216
37,500
135,450

47,902
43,600
91,502

47,902
3,832
51,734

44,354
3,548
47,902

The loan agreement has been signed on 15 June 2018. Interest shall be due on the outstanding sum of
the principal amount and interest accrued thereon at a rate of 8% per annum
Convertible loan On the Rocks
Begin of Period
Change principal amount
Interest accrued
End of period

43,600
2,616
46,216

41,132
2,468
43,600

The loan agreement has been signed on 27 September 2018. Interest shall be due on the outstanding sum
of the principal amount and interest accrued thereon at a rate of 6% per annum
In July 2019, the Donor Fund has divested its participation in Helioz Research & Development GmbH
(“Helioz”) for an amount of € 54,000, resulting in a realized loss of €31,000. The Donor Fund has agreed
on an earn-out arrangement, which could lead to an additional income of in total €24,000, depending on
the EBITDA performance of Helioz between 2019 and 2021.

2. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash freely available
Cash reserved for investments
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31 December
2020
€

31 December
2019
€

55,128
125,993
181,120

53,888
28,440
82,328
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3. Equity

General
Reserve

€

Investment
Reserve
€

Total

Balance on 1 January 2019
Changes
Balance on 31 December 2019

4,894
-3,462
1,432

198,475
-26,076
172,399

203,369
-29,538
173,831

Balance on 1 January 2020
Changes
Balance on 31 December 2020

1,432
503
1,935

172,399
140,301
312,700

173,831
140,804
314,635

€

Note at least 81.85% of the donations received and returns realized on investments will be utilized to invest
in social companies. Therefore 81.85% of donations received and returns realized on investments will be
appropriated to the investment reserve

4. Current liabilities
Trade creditors

31 December
2020
€

31 December
2019
€

1,936

-

4.7 Notes to the profit and loss account

2020
5. Operating income
Donations

2019

€

€

165,000
165,000

-

2020
6. Personnel costs
Management costs

2019

€

€

-18,150
18,150

-

The Donor Fund has signed a new service agreement with Pymwymic Investment Management B.V. on 15
December 2020.
2020
2019
€
€
7. Office costs
Office costs
-4,537
-3,630
Other professional costs
-7,744
Legal costs
-773
-12,281
-4,403
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2020
8. Other costs
Bank charges

2019

€

€

-177
-177

-151
-151

2020

9. Financial income and expenses
Interest income
Interest expenses

2019

€

€

6,448
-36
6,412

6,016
6,016

Appropriation of the profit
The articles of Association entitle the Board to appropriate the net result. The Board has decided to
appropriate €503 of the net result to the general reserve and € 140,301 to the investment reserve
4.8 Other notes

Audit requirements

As Stichting Pymwymic Donor Involve Fund is deemed to be a ‘small enterprise’ according to Article 396,
book 2 of the civil law, no audit by an independent auditor is required.
Amsterdam,

2021

I. Bastmeijer
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